
Enchanting bridal bouquet with Fleurogami flowers
Instructions No. 571
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 50 Minutes

This romantic bridal bouquet is bound in a downward flowing form. It consists of folded Fleurogami flowers and white Paper Flowers, combined with silk
strings and elegant glass wax beads.

Here's how it works  

Pick up Paper-Soft-Color with the nudge brush
from the sponge in the paint can and color the
Coloured paper in circling movements. Then ink
the silicone stamp with Paper-Soft-Color and
stamp the squiggles onto the inked sheets of
paper.

Cut approx. 120 squares, each 7 x 7 cm, from the
coloured Coloured paper . Fold the paper squares
diagonally, then the two corners towards the top.
Fold the two wings outwards to the edge, put both
wings up as if they were a bag and then press
flat. Fold the tips of the wings downwards, fold
the wings inwards, so that a square is formed
again. Glue the right wing to the left wing, then
join 6 elements with tape-Ribbon to form a flower.

Cut the support wire in half, stick it through the
florigami flower and fix a white Pearl in the
middle with hot glue. Glue two decorative paper
flowers (finished accessory) together, stick a
support wire through the middle of each flower
and glue an orange Pearl on it 

Roll up white Straw silk paper, coarse fibre silk or
a lace fabric into a bag, stick the support wire and
a Pearl in the middle. With the Cutter cut a hole
of approx. 2 cm deep into the plug-in ball, glue a
20 cm long round rod with hot glue into it. Fold
the fibre silk lengthwise and pin it around the
round rod in folds with strawflower needles
underneath the plugging ball. Shorten the wires
of the individual pieces and insert them into the
ball in rounds close together 

Leave individual paper flowers on the longer wire and work them into the bouquet like a waterfall. Fill the spaces between the wires with remnants of fibre silk
or Straw silk paper / lace 

Place the silk strings loosely around the bouquet and pin them in place. Let the silk strings run out in different lengths, stick single paper flowers and orange
beads on the strings. Finally wrap the stick with Organza ribbon , fix the ends with hot glue.



Article number Article name Qty
706667-00 Coloured paperWhite 5
121095 MyPaperWorld Stippling brush, set of 4 1
646598-01 Glass wax beads, Ø 8mm, 25pcs, golden yellow (light orange)Light Orange 1
646598-80 Glass wax beads, Ø 8mm, 25pcs, golden yellow (light orange)Pearl White 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
671620-02 Enamelled copper wireSilver coloured 1
706605-01 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsWhite 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
110389 Glue stick, 40 g 1
130134 VBS Universal ruler 1
130288 Handicraft saw 1
132138 Fiskars "Professional metal cutter knife", 18 mm 1
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